Sewer Lining Supplement

PERMIT SUBMITTAL REQUIREMENTS

☐ One (1) copy of all product data submitted for approval, including installation instructions.
☐ One (1) copy of the MSDS sheet(s) from the product manufacturer submitted for approval.
☐ One (1) copy of the manufacturer’s data sheet on the liner lubricant (lubricant must be biodegradable and non-toxic).
☐ One (1) video in DVD format or by email via YouTube link to building@mountprospect.org of the current conditions of the sewer service lateral, including connection to the main (picture quality must be clear and the footage at a slow enough rate to allow for proper inspection) Indicate on the Plat locations of any downspouts being buried as part of this project.

Spot repairs must be performed when/if:
- Sewers have a joint misalignment of more than one-half (1/2) inch.
- Sewers are missing pieces of the tile in the flowline.
- Sewers have settled and are holding water.
- Sewers have an elongation of the tile diameter.

General notes:
- When televising the existing line and after liner installation, aim the camera at the front of the structure and the address number so that it may be recorded on the video.
- Prior to any work starting, the Public Works Department and Community Development Department must review the permit application for sewer lining, which may take up to 10 days for review. It is the responsibility of the plumber to make temporary repairs, rod, or jet the sewer to maintain the line flowing for occupancy of the structure.
- By accepting these conditions, the permit applicant, property owner, and all contractors on said permit agree to hold the Village and its employees harmless for any consequential issues that arise or failure of said installation of lining product with repairs. It is not encouraged or recommended to line private lines if there is any deterioration or spot/complete repair required at the private sewer lateral. Lining of a sewer line is unnecessary if the existing line is repaired and flows properly.
- Upon completion of installation, you must also submit one (1) video in DVD format or by email via YouTube link to building@mountprospect.org of the post liner installation of both the service lateral and the Village sewer main at the service opening (picture quality must be clear and the footage at a slow enough rate to allow for proper inspection). Liner must not protrude into the main sewer.